United Nations Development Programme

AMENDMENT #1

DATE: 21 APRIL 2022

REFERENCE:

**ITB/FJI/JPN/001/22 – Construction of EOC buildings in the Marshall Islands**

This is in reference to the ITB/FJI/JPN/002/21 dated 04 April 2022 for construction of Emergency Operations Center buildings in the Republic of Marshall Islands.

1. We hereby notify that bid submission deadline was extended for additional 10 days in the E-Tendering system of the competitive process under event ID: 0000008700 and new submission date is 13/05/2020 12:00AM EDT or 13/05/2022 16.00 RMI time.

2. Payment terms stated on Section 5B, page 33 of the ITB changed to the following:
   Progress payments on paragraphs 2.1 to 2.5 now changed to “Monthly progress payments based on the actual completion of works. However, UNDP reserves the right not to proceed with the progress payment if the volume of completed works is significantly low, which is less than 5 percent.”

3. Attached Supplementary information # 1shall be considered as an integral part of this tender document.

4. The Bidders should take into account all above changes as an integral part of the ITB document and the tender package.

5. All other terms and condition of the ITB/FJI/JPN/001/22 remain unchanged.

UNDP Pacific Office, EDCR Project.
A. MAJURO EOC Landscape Area and Rainwater Tank

1. Landscape Area Enclosed in Red
   - 100 mm Gravel

2. Rainwater Tank and Pump Set Enclosed in Green
   - RW Tanks: 2 x 7,000L Steel Tank (Aquaplate Modline or equivalent)
   - Pump Set: Duty: 0.5L/s @ 500KPa with Poly Pump Cover or equivalent

B. MAJURO EOC AG Drain (All Throughout the Inner Perimeter of Building) Enclosed in Red

- Ag Drain not Required
- Aggregate / Granular Fill not Required
C. **EBEYE EOC AG Drain (All Throughout the Inner Perimeter of Building) Enclosed in Red**

- Ag Drain in Bidim Wrap not Required
- Free Drain / Granular Fill not Required

D. **EBEYE EOC Level 2 Slab Opening for Mechanical Services Provision**

- Architectural Plan EB-A140 Shows Void on Slab for Services but Structural Plan (e.g. EB-S221) did not Reflect the Opening. Adjust and Revise the Reinforcement to Incorporate this Opening.
E. EBEYE EOC Missing Window Mullions in BOQ and Drawings
- Architectural, Structural Plan and BOQ did not show Detail/Information of Mullions in Level 1 Windows. Include 125 x 75 x 6 RHS. Drawings to follow.

Note: Please price additional 0.21t mullions under structural steel items 9.08 - Columns. The total quantity would be 0.28t.

F. MAJURO and EBEYE EOC Masonry Block Concrete Grout
   - Use 25 Mpa @ 28D Compressive Strength for all Block Grouting

G. EBEYE BOQ Item No. 9 Structural Steel, Sub-Item No. 9.09 “100 x 6.0 SHS column”
   - Replace with 125 x 6.0 SHS

H. EBEYE BOQ Item No. 22 Hydraulic & Drainage Services, Sub-Item No. 22.27 “Potable rainwater tank 45KL”
   - Replace with Potable rainwater tank 16KL

I. For alternative product sourced different from the nominated product and nominated standard of the construction documentation
   - the alternative must be equal to or greater than, and must be accepted by Client